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We develop theory of hydrodynamic electron transport in a long-range disorder potential for
conductors in which the underlying electron liquid lacks Galilean invariance. For weak disorder
we express the transport coefficients of the system in terms of the intrinsic kinetic coefficients of
the electron liquid and the correlation function of the disorder potential. We apply these results
to analyze the doping- and temperature-dependence of transport coefficients of graphene devices.
Near charge neutrality the inhomogeneous hydrodynamic flow induced by the passage of electric
current has a predominantly vortical character, and increases the conductivity of the system above
the intrinsic value. The magnitude of enhancement is inversely proportional to the shear viscosity
of the electron liquid and scales as the square of the disorder correlation radius. This is qualitatively
different from the predominantly potential flow that arises away from charge neutrality, and produces
negative viscous contributions to the conductivity that are proportional to the sum of shear and
bulk viscosities and inversely proportional to the square of disorder correlation radius.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is mounting evidence that under certain condi-
tions hydrodynamic effects predicted by Gurzhi [1] play
an important role in electron transport properties of
semiconductors [2–6], and monolayer or bilayer graphene-
based devices [7–14] (see recent reviews [15–17] on these
topics and references therein). In addition to the trans-
port measurements, several imaging techniques [18–22]
have been implemented to directly map out profiles of
electron flow in narrow graphene channels and meso-
scopic Ga(Al)As. Furthermore, possible signatures of
hydrodynamic electron flow have been identified in trans-
port measurements in quasi-two-dimensional delafossite
metals PdCoO2 and PtCoO2 [23, 24], and Dirac or type-
II Weyl semimetallic conductors [25, 26]. This motivates
further studies of hydrodynamic effects in various sys-
tems including, for example, one-dimensional electron
liquids in quantum wires [27–29], and electronic double-
layers [30–33].
One of the most salient signatures of hydrody-
namic effects in electron transport is the violation of
Matthiessen’s rule, according to which the resistivity
should be proportional to the sum of momentum relax-
ation rates due to various scattering processes. Within
this paradigm momentum conserving electron-electron
(ee) collisions should not affect the resistivity.
In the hydrodynamic regime the resistivity depends
on the rate of momentum conserving ee scattering via
the viscosity and other dissipative characteristics of the
electron liquid. This dependence arises from correlations
between ee scattering and the underlying disorder and/or
confining potential, which are ignored in the derivation
of the Matthiessen’s rule.
Moreover, as the rate of ee scattering increases the re-
sistance of the system often decreases. This effect, first
pointed out by Gurzhi, occurs not only in finite geome-
tries, such the Poiseuille flow [2, 3, 34], or point contacts
[10, 35], but also in the bulk [36–41].
On the other hand, disorder usually increases the resis-
tivity. Indeed, away from charge neutrality acceleration
of the liquid by the external electric field would result
in vanishing resistivity in the absence of disorder. In
particular, for Galilean invariant liquids the systems re-
sistivity is proportional to the disorder strength [37]. In
the more general case [40, 42–46] in which the electron
liquid does not possess Galilean invariance, the system
resistivity away from charge neutrality is still enhanced
by disorder although the dependence of the resistivity on
the disorder strength is more complicated.
For systems at charge neutrality, whose resistivity does
not vanish even in the pristine disorder-free state [47, 48],
the effect of disorder is not obvious. In previous studies
of hydrodynamic electron transport [42–45] the system
resistivity at charge neutrality was found to be indepen-
dent of disorder and equal to the intrinsic resistivity of
the electron liquid.
Here we show that in the hydrodynamic regime long
range disorder increases the conductivity of the system
at charge neutrality in comparison to the intrinsic con-
ductivity σ0 of the electron liquid. Furthermore, the en-
hancement of the conductivity by disorder is inversely
proportional to the shear viscosity of the liquid, and
has extremely nonlocal character — its magnitude grows
with increasing correlation radius of the disorder poten-
tial. This is in stark contrast to the situation sufficiently
far away from charge neutrality [37, 40] where the viscous
contributions enhance the resistivity, and their magni-
tude decreases as the disorder correlation radius grows.
This opposite effect on the conductivity is caused by a
qualitative difference in the character of the flow caused
by the passage of electric current near, and away from
charge neutrality. We show below that near charge neu-
trality the flow has a predominantly vortical character
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the vortical flow pattern induced
by the electromotive force in the x-direction for a checker-
board density modulation near charge neutrality, δn(r) =
δn0
[
cos(2pi(x + y)/ξ) + cos(2pi(x − y)/ξ)]. The flow veloc-
ity is indicated by arrows superimposed on the color plot of
the density profile, with positive/negative density shown in
yellow/blue respectively. The correlations of the flow veloc-
ity with the density profile produce a macroscopic convective
electric current along the x direction, which enhances the con-
ductivity.
whereas away from charge neutrality the flow is predom-
inantly potential.
The vortical character of the induced flow and the rea-
son for the enhancement of conductivity by long range
disorder can be qualitatively understood as follows. Con-
sider a two dimensional system in the xy plane subject
to the electric field E0 along the x-axis. In a pristine
system at charge neutrality electron transport is medi-
ated by the intrinsic conductivity in a stationary liquid.
In the presence of disorder charge neutrality is satisfied
only on average, but locally the electron density δn(r) is
nonzero, see Fig. 1 for the illustration of a model. The
resulting force density, F(r) = eE0δn(r), with e being
the electron charge, exerted on the fluid by the electric
field must be compensated in a steady state by pressure
gradients and viscous stresses arising in the fluid. It is
important to note that only the potential part of the ex-
ternal force density, which is caused by density variations
along E0, can be compensated by the pressure gradients.
In contrast, the vortical part of the external force that
arises from density gradients perpendicular to E0 must
be compensated by viscous stresses. To understand the
effect of the density modulations perpendicular to the
electric field let us consider for simplicity a density mod-
ulation of the form, δn(y) ∼ δn0 cos(y/ξ). The force of
the electric field eE0δn(y) induces an inhomogeneous flow
along the x axis, with velocity ux = u0 cos(y/ξ). The ve-
locity amplitude may be estimated as u0 ∼ ξ2eE0δn/η
where η is the shear viscosity. Due to correlations of the
induced hydrodynamic velocity with disorder the hydro-
dynamic flow gives a nonvanishing contribution to the net
current that enhances its magnitude. The corresponding
enhancement of the conductivity may be estimated as
δσ ∼ e
2ξ2
η
〈
δn2
〉
, (1)
where ξ is the correlation radius of the disorder poten-
tial, and 〈. . .〉 denotes averaging over disorder. For a
checkerboard pattern of density modulation that better
mimics the isotropic long range disorder the vortical flow
pattern is shown in Fig. 1. The contribution of the vorti-
cal velocity variations in the induced hydrodynamic flow
to the transport properties of electron systems was ig-
nored in previous considerations, resulting in disorder-
independent conductivity near charge neutrality.
Below we develop a general theory of hydrodynamic
transport in a long range disorder potential without as-
suming Galilean invariance of the underlying electron
liquid. For weak disorder we obtain general expression
for the transport coefficients of the system and apply
our results to study thermal and electric transport in
graphene devices near charge neutrality. Our consid-
eration shows that the flow near charge neutrality is
vorticity-dominated, in contrast to nearly potential flow
that arises away from charge neutrality. This has a
dramatic effect on the transport characteristics of the
system. In particular, the estimate in Eq. (1) for the
disorder-induced conductivity enhancement is borne out
by the quantitative treatment presented in the subse-
quent sections.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the hydrodynamic description of electron transport in a
long range disorder potential without assuming Galilean
invariance of the underlying electron liquid. In Sec. III
we apply this description to the study of electron trans-
port in the linear response regime. In Sec. IV we ob-
tain general expressions for transport coefficients of the
system for a weakly disorder potential. We apply these
results to obtain the transport coefficients of graphene
near charge neutrality in Sec. V. The summary of our
main results is given in Sec. VI.
II. HYDRODYNAMIC DESCRIPTION
The hydrodynamic equations express conservation of
the number of particles, energy, and momentum of the
electron liquid. Accordingly, the time evolution of the
number density n, energy density , and momentum den-
sity pi may be expressed to divergences of the correspond-
ing conserved fluxes, j, j, and Πij . The particle number
conservation is conventionally expressed by the continu-
3ity equation
∂n
∂t
= −∇ · j. (2)
Here and in what follows we denote vector quantities by
bold face symbols, and cartesian indices by Latin sub-
scripts.
In the presence of the external potential U(r) the evo-
lution equation for momentum density has the form of
Newton’s second law
∂pi
∂t
= −∂jΠij − n∂i(eφ+ U). (3)
The electric potential φ here is related to the electron
density by the Poisson equation. Its presence in Eq. (3)
reflects the flow of momentum of the electron fluid due
to long range Coulomb interactions between electrons,
whereas the tensor Πij denotes the local part of the mo-
mentum flux.
The final hydrodynamic equation expresses energy
conservation of the electron fluid. In addition to the
density of particles and momentum of particles, the en-
ergy density depends on the entropy density of the liq-
uid. Therefore, in hydrodynamics the energy conserva-
tion equation is traditionally replaced by an equivalent
evolution equation for the entropy density [49]. The lat-
ter may be written in the form,
∂s
∂t
= −∇ · js + ς, (4)
where js is the entropy flux
js =
1
T
[j − (µ+ eφ+ U) j] , (5)
and ς denotes the local rate of entropy production due to
electron-electron collisions.
A crucial ingredient of the hydrodynamic approach is
the assumption of local thermal equilibrium of the elec-
tron liquid. Accordingly, the state of the liquid is charac-
terized by the local equilibrium parameters: temperature
T , chemical potential µ, and the hydrodynamic velocity
u, whose values are determined by the local densities
of conserved quantities. Furthermore, the fluxes of con-
served quantities may be described in terms of the gra-
dient expansion in equilibrium parameters.
Being interested in linear response properties of the
system we may write this gradient expansion in the form,
j = nu+ j′. (6a)
j = (w + neφ+ nU)u+ j
′
. (6b)
Πij = Pδij − σ′ij , (6c)
where n is the electron number density, w is the enthalpy
density, and P denotes the local pressure. The first terms
in the right hand side in the above equations denote the
equilibrium components of fluxes of conserved quantities.
The primed quantities denote the dissipative fluxes that
are proportional to gradients of the equilibrium parame-
ters. In particular, σ′ij denotes the viscous stress tensor
σ′ij = η(∂iuj + ∂jui) +
(
ζ − 2
d
η
)
δij∂kuk, (7)
where η and ζ are, respectively, sheer and bulk viscosities,
and d is the dimensionality of space.
The entropy production rate ς in Eq. (4) can be ex-
pressed in terms of the dissipative fluxes of conserved
quantities in the form (see Appendix for a derivation)
ς = − j
′
s ·∇T + j′ ·∇ (µ+ eφ+ U) + ui∂jσ′ij
T
. (8)
Here j′s denotes the dissipative part of the entropy flux
in Eq. (5), which is defined as
j′s ≡ js − su =
j′ − (µ+ eφ+ U)j′
T
. (9)
The last equality follows from Eqs. (6a), (6b) and the
thermodynamic relation w = nµ+ Ts.
The hydrodynamic equations need to be supplemented
by the constitutive relations for the relevant fluxes in
terms of the gradients of the equilibrium parameters. To
keep subsequent expressions more compact it is conve-
nient to combine the particle and entropy fluxes into a
two-component column vector
~J =
(
j
js
)
. (10)
Throughout the paper we indicate two-component col-
umn vector quantities by arrows above them, and use
bold face letters to denote the usual spatial vectors. Fol-
lowing the conventions of Ref. [50] we denote densities
of thermodynamic variables by xi and the corresponding
thermodynamically conjugate quantities by Xi. Intro-
ducing the column vector notations
~x =
(
n
s
)
, ~X =
( −eE
∇T
)
, (11)
where
eE ≡ −∇ (µ+ eφ+ U) (12)
is the electromotive force, we can write the constitutive
relations for the particle and entropy currents in the form
~J = ~xu− Υˆ~X. (13)
Here Υˆ is the matrix of kinetic coefficients that charac-
terizes the dissipative properties of the electron liquid. It
is given by
Υˆ =
(
σ/e2 γ/T
γ/T κ/T
)
, (14)
4where κ is the thermal conductivity, σ is the intrinsic
conductivity, and γ is the thermoelectric coefficient of
the electron liquid. Throughout the paper we use units at
which Boltzmann and Planck constants are set to unity,
kB = ~ = 1
The system of hydrodynamic equations and constitu-
tive relations presented in this section does not assume
Galilean invariance and provides a general description
of the flow of electron liquid in an external potential at
small velocities. For Galilean-invariant liquids j = nu,
and σ = γ = 0. In this case the second term in the nu-
merator of the right hand side of Eq. (8) vanishes, and
Eq. (8) reproduces the well known result for the energy
dissipation rate in Galilean-invariant liquids [49].
III. ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN LINEAR
RESPONSE
We now use the hydrodynamic description presented in
Sec. II to study electron transport in the linear response
regime. We consider the stationary (dc) situation, and
being motivated by applications to graphene systems fo-
cus on the two dimensional (2D) geometry.
In linear response we may neglect entropy production
and set ς → 0 in Eq. (4). Then in the stationary case
the continuity equation (2) and the entropy evolution
equation (4) reduce to the continuity equations for the
column vector current,
∇ ·
(
~xu− Υˆ~X
)
= 0. (15)
Using Eq. (6c) along with an explicit form of the stress
tensor from Eq. (7), and the thermodynamic relation
∇P = n∇µ + s∇T , the momentum balance equation
(3) for a 2D case may be expressed as
enE − s∇T + (∇ · η∇)u+∇ [ζ (∇ · u)] = 0, (16)
where the electromotive force eE is given by Eq. (12).
In the column vector notations the force balance relation
(16) is cast in the form
− ~xT ~X+ (∇ · η∇)u+∇ [ζ (∇ · u)] = 0, (17)
where we used the standard rules for multiplying the col-
umn vector ~xT = (n, s), with the superscript T indicating
the transposition, and the row vector ~X.
In thermal equilibrium the hydrodynamic velocity van-
ishes. Since both the temperature and the electrochem-
ical potential µ+ eφ+ U are spatially uniform the ther-
modynamic force ~X vanishes. As a result Eqs. (15) and
(17) are trivially satisfied.
Away from equilibrium one needs to find a nonvan-
ishing spatial distribution of the hydrodynamic velocity
u(r) and the thermodynamic force ~X(r) that solves the
system of equations (15) and (17). In linear response the
number density and entropy density in the column vector
~x(r), as well as the dissipative coefficients of the liquid,
Υˆ(r), η(r) and ζ(r) are given by their equilibrium values.
As follows from the definition in Eq. (11), the column
vector field ~X(r) must be purely potential.
Mathematically this problem is similar to the problem
of finding a current distribution in an inhomogeneous
conductor, where one needs to find two vector fields:
one divergence-free, current density j(r), and one purely
potential, electric field E(r), that are related by the
position-dependent conductivity j(r) = σ(r)E(r) [51].
Once the flow pattern is determined, the rate of en-
tropy production in the system, S˙, may be determined
by integrating Eq. (8) over space. In the column vector
notations we get
T S˙ =
∫
dr
[
~XT Υˆ~X+ σ′ij∂iuj
]
. (18)
The macroscopic transport coefficients of the system
may be obtained by expressing the entropy production
rate in terms of the net (macroscopic) particle and en-
tropy current through the system. We combine the
macroscopic densities of particle and entropy flux into
a column vector current
〈~J〉 =
〈
~x(r)u(r)− Υˆ(r)~X(r)
〉
, (19)
where 〈. . .〉 ≡ 1V
∫
dr . . . denotes spatial average. We can
then express the entropy production rate in the form
T S˙
V
= 〈~J〉T %ˆ〈~J〉, (20)
where V is the volume of the system, and we introduced
the matrix %ˆ of macroscopic kinetic coefficients of the
system. This matrix must satisfy the Onsager symme-
try principle. The matrix %ˆ defines a linear relation,
〈~X(r)〉 = %ˆ〈~J〉, between the average currents 〈j〉, 〈js〉 and
the average forces e〈E〉,−〈∇T 〉. Thus the problem of de-
termination of transport properties of the system reduces
to solving the linear flow problem, calculating the rate of
entropy production (18), and expressing it in terms of
the net particle and entropy fluxes (19) through the sys-
tem. Below we show that this problem may be solved
analytically for weak disorder.
IV. WEAK DISORDER
In the framework of the present approach the disorder
potential manifests itself via the spatial dependence of
the equilibrium number and entropy densities, n and s,
the matrix of kinetic coefficients of the liquid, Υˆ, and the
viscosities η and ζ. In this section we assume that these
quantities are weakly inhomogeneous and study electron
transport using perturbation theory in disorder. The pre-
sentation in this section is organized as follows. We be-
gin by considering a uniform liquid in Sec. IV A. Then
in Sec. IV B we develop perturbation theory about the
5uniform solution and obtain general perturbative expres-
sions for the transport coefficients of the system. Fi-
nally, in Sec. IV C we obtain simplified expressions for
the transport coefficients in the regime of long range dis-
order.
A. Uniform liquid
In a uniform liquid with number density n0 and en-
tropy density s0 the charge and energy transport can
proceed in two ways: (i) via a hydrodynamic flow with a
uniform hydrodynamic velocity u0, and (ii) by transport
relative to the liquid driven by the thermodynamic forces
~X0. The momentum balance condition (16) implies that
for a uniform liquid a steady state can exist only if the
uniform electric field E0 and temperature gradient ∇T0
satisfy the relation
en0E0 = s0∇T0. (21)
Under this condition the force due to the external elec-
tric field is balanced by the pressure gradient, so that
no acceleration of the liquid occurs. The corresponding
column force ~X0 may be expressed in the form
~X0 =
eE0
s0
( −s0
n0
)
= − iτˆy~x0
s0
eE0, (22)
where the column vector ~x0 describes the particle and
entropy density in the uniform state, see Eq. (11), and
τˆy is the Pauli matrix acting in the 2 × 2 vector space.
Thus, the steady state current may be written in the form
~J0 = ~x0u0 + Υˆ0
iτˆy~x0
s0
eE0. (23)
The first term describes the dissipationless transport in
the hydrodynamic mode caused by the uniform flow of
the liquid, and the second term describes charge and en-
ergy transport in the “relative” mode that occurs in the
liquid at rest. The entropy production,
T S˙ =
∫
dr
(
eE0
s0
)2
(iτˆy~x0)
T Υˆ0(iτˆy~x0), (24)
is entirely due to the transport in the relative mode.
The dissipationless transport mode exists only in the
absence of disorder. At finite disorder the relative and
the hydrodynamic modes mix. This mixing and the vis-
cous stress arising in the inhomogeneous flow cause addi-
tional dissipation. At weak disorder this dissipation is ex-
pected to be especially significant for the hydrodynamic
transport mode described by the first term in Eq. (23).
However, as we will show below, transport in the relative
mode (on average) can be significantly modified by the
mixing between the relative and hydrodynamic modes.
In particular, at charge neutrality the conductivity of
the system may significantly exceed the intrinsic conduc-
tivity of the electron liquid. As shown in Sec. V this
can occur even at weak disorder provided its correlation
radius is sufficiently long.
B. Perturbation theory in disorder
We now consider the situation in which the parameters
~x(r) and Υˆ(r) describing the equilibrium state of the liq-
uid are weakly inhomogeneous functions of position r (as
we will show, to second order in inhomogeneity the spa-
tial variations of the viscosities of the electron liquid may
be neglected). To this end, we write
~x(r) = ~x0 + δ~x(r), Υˆ(r) = Υˆ0 + δΥˆ(r), (25)
where ~x0 and Υˆ0 denote the uniform components of
and ~x(r) and Υˆ(r) respectively, while δ~x(r)  ~x0 and
δΥˆ(r)  Υˆ0 denote their spatial variations. We assume
that the resulting hydrodynamic velocity u(r) and the
thermodynamic force ~X(r) are also nearly homogeneous,
u(r) = u0 + δu(r), ~X(r) = ~X0 + δ ~X(r), (26)
with δu(r) u0 and δ ~X(r) ~X0.
The inhomogeneous components of the hydrodynamic
velocity δu(r) and the driving force δ ~X(r) may be de-
termined using perturbation theory about the uniform
solution. The hydrodynamic equations to be solved con-
sist of the continuity equation for the column current,
Eq. (15), and the momentum balance equation, Eq. (17).
The solution strategy can be summarized as follows.
We determine the inhomogeneous part of the flow veloc-
ity field δu and forces δ ~X in terms of their uniform coun-
terparts to linear order in δ~x and δΥˆ. This enables us to
express the spatial average of the currents (19) in terms
of ~X0 and u0 to second order accuracy in inhomogeneity.
Furthermore, the spatial average of the momentum bal-
ance equation (17) imposes a linear relation between ~X0
and u0. Using this relation we express the macroscopic
currents, 〈j〉, 〈js〉, in terms of the average electric field
and the temperature gradient in the system, E0,∇T0, in
the form
〈~J〉 = Υˆe ~X0. (27)
Here Υˆe is the effective disorder-renormalized thermo-
electric conductivity matrix of the system. Inverting the
matrix one obtains the resistivity %ˆ defined in Eq. (20).
To implement this program we switch to the Fourier
representation, defining the Fourier amplitudes of various
quantities O(r) in the standard way,
Oq =
∫
drO(r)e−iq·r. (28)
To linear order accuracy in the perturbations we get for
the inhomogeneous Fourier components of the column
current
~Jq = ~xqu0 + ~x0uq − Υˆq ~X0 − Υˆ0 ~Xq. (29)
The continuity equations for the heat and particle cur-
rents, Eq. (15), then become
~x0(q ·uq)−Υˆ0 (q · ~Xq) = −~xq(q ·u0)+Υˆq (q · ~X0). (30)
6The force balance equation (17) imposes the following
relation on the Fourier components of velocity and ther-
modynamic forces with q 6= 0,
ηq2uq + ζq(q · uq) + ~xT0 ~Xq + ~xTq ~X0 = 0. (31)
The system of equations (30) and (31) determines the
inhomogeneous components of the hydrodynamic veloc-
ity, uq, and electric field/temperature gradient, ~Xq, in
terms of the macroscopic hydrodynamic velocity, u0,
and macroscopic electric field/temperature gradient, ~X0.
However, since the macroscopic flow is characterized by
only two macroscopic currents (particle and entropy flux,
〈j〉, 〈js〉), the average velocity u0 is not independent from
~X0. The relation between them can be obtained by con-
sidering the zeroth Fourier component of the force bal-
ance equation (17), which can be written in the form
− ~xT0 ~X0 −
〈
δ~xT δ ~X
〉
= 0. (32)
Substituting the solutions of Eqs. (30) and (31) into (32)
one can express average velocity u0 in terms of ~X0 to
second order accuracy in disorder.
The solution of the system of linear equations (30)–
(31) is given by
~Xq =
q
q2λq
Υˆ−10
{[
λq − ~x0 ⊗ ~xT0 Υˆ−10
]
~xq(q · u0)
+
[(
~x0 ⊗ ~xT0 Υˆ−10 − λq
)
Υˆq − ~x0 ⊗ ~xTq
]
(q · ~X0)
}
,
(33a)
utq = −
1
ηq2
~xTq
[
~X0 − q (q ·
~X0)
q2
]
, (33b)
ulq = −
~xT0 Υˆ
−1
0 ~xq
λq
q (q · u0)
q2
+
(
~xT0 Υˆ
−1
0 Υˆq − ~xTq
)
λq
q(q · ~X0)
q2
. (33c)
Here utq and u
l
q denote, respectively, the transverse and
longitudinal components of the hydrodynamic velocity
and λq is a function of momentum q given by
λq = (η + ζ)q
2 + ~xT0 Υˆ
−1
0 ~x0. (34)
We indicate transposition of column vectors by super-
script T and use the standard notation for the direct
product of two vectors ~a⊗~bT that defines a correspond-
ing matrix.
Substituting the result (33a) for ~Xq into the macro-
scopic momentum balance equation (32) we obtain the
following relation between u0 and ~X0
~xT0
~X0 = −u0
2
∫
q
[
~xT−qΥˆ
−1
0 ~xq −
|~xT0 Υˆ−10 ~xq|2
λq
]
+
1
2
∫
q
[
~xT−qΥˆ
−1
0 Υˆq
]
~X0
− 1
2
∫
q
[
~xT−qΥˆ
−1
0 ~x0
] [
~xT0 Υˆ
−1
0 Υˆq − ~xTq
] ~X0
λq
(35)
where the factor 1/2 arises from the projection into the
longitudinal and transverse components that is specific
to two dimensions, and consequently,
∫
q
. . . =
∫
ddq
(2pi)d
. . .,
denotes an integral over the wavevectors in d = 2.
Equation (35) expresses force balance on spatial scales
large in comparison to the disorder correlation radius.
Comparing this equation with Eq. (17) we see that the
last two terms in the right-hand-side of Eq. (35) describe
renormalization of the effective densities of particle num-
ber and entropy by disorder. In contrast, the first term
in the right-hand-side of Eq. (35) describes the emergent
friction force due to the macroscopic flow of the electron
liquid, Ff = −ku0. Thus the spatially uniform part of
the force balance equation, Eq. (35), can be written in
the form
− ~xTe ~X0 − ku0 = 0. (36)
Here the column-vector ~xe describing disorder-
renormalized particle and entropy densities is given
by
~xe = ~x0 − 1
2
∫
q
[
Υˆ−qΥˆ−10 ~xq
− λ−1q
(
Υˆ−qΥˆ−10 ~x0 − ~x−q
)
~xT0 Υˆ
−1
0 ~xq
]
, (37)
and the friction coefficient k is given by
k =
1
2
∫
q
~xT−qKˆq~xq, (38)
where we introduced the matrix
Kˆq = Υˆ
−1
0 −
1
λq
Υˆ−10 ~x0 ⊗ ~xT0 Υˆ−10 . (39)
The friction coefficient k is positive definite, as we show
below. Using the notations (37) and (38) the spatial
average of the hydrodynamic velocity u0 can be expressed
in terms of the average electric field and temperature
gradient ~X0 from Eq. (36).
1. Macroscopic thermoelectric conductivity matrix
We are now in a position to evaluate the transport coef-
ficients of the system. This can be done in two equivalent
7ways: (i) by expressing the macroscopic particle and en-
tropy current 〈~J〉 in terms ~X0, or (ii) by evaluating the
entropy production rate in terms of ~X0.
We begin by following the first route. To this end, we
express the macroscopic particle and entropy currents,
〈~J〉, in terms of ~X0 and u0. Rewriting next Eq. (19) in
terms of the integrals in reciprocal space of wavenumbers
〈~J〉 = ~x0u0 − Υˆ0 ~X0 +
∫
q
(
~x−quq − Υˆ−q ~Xq
)
, (40)
and using the linear response solutions from Eq. (33), we
can express the macroscopic particle and entropy cur-
rents in the systems in terms of ~X0 and u0 in the form
〈~J〉 = ~xeu0 − Υˆ0 ~X0
−1
2
∫
q
[
1
λq
Υˆ−qΥˆ−10
(
~x0 ⊗ ~xT0 Υˆ−10 − λq
)
Υˆq
− 1
λq
(
~x−q ⊗ ~xT0 Υˆ−10 Υˆq + Υˆ−qΥˆ−10 ~x0 ⊗ ~xTq
)
+
(
1
ηq2
+
1
λq
)
~x−q ⊗ ~xTq
]
~X0. (41)
Here the contributions proportional to u0 were expressed
in terms of the column vector of disorder-renormalized
densities defined in Eq. (37). Finally, substituting u0
from Eq. (36) into last equation we obtain Eq. (27) with
the matrix of effective kinetic coefficients of the medium
Υˆe given by
Υˆe =
1
k
(
~xe ⊗ ~xTe
)
+ Υˆ0
+
1
2
∫
q
[
1
λq
Υˆ−qΥˆ−10
(
~x0 ⊗ ~xT0 Υˆ−10 − λq
)
Υˆq
− 1
λq
(
~x−q ⊗ ~xT0 Υˆ−10 Υˆq + Υˆ−qΥˆ−10 ~x0 ⊗ ~xTq
)
+
(
1
ηq2
+
1
λq
)
~x−q ⊗ ~xTq
]
. (42)
The matrix in the above expression is symmetric in agree-
ment with the Onsager symmetry principle of kinetic co-
efficients.
2. Entropy production rate
Equivalently, we can obtain the matrix of kinetic co-
efficients Υˆe by evaluating the entropy production rate
and setting T S˙ = V ~XT0 Υˆe
~X0. Using Eq. (18) we get
~XT0 Υˆe
~X0 = ~X
T
0 Υˆ0
~X0 +
∫
q
[
~XT−qΥˆ0 ~Xq + 2~X
T
0 Υˆ−q ~Xq
+ηq2(utq · ut−q) + (η + ζ)q2(ulq · ul−q)
]
. (43)
Substituting Eqs. (33) into this equation, and using Eqs.
(37)–(39) we reproduce the result of Eq. (42) for Υˆe.
Let us now summarize the results of this subsection.
Equation (42), together with Eqs. (34), (37), (38), and
(39), express the thermoelectric conductivity matrix of
the system in terms of the position-dependent matrix of
kinetic coefficients of the liquid, Υˆ(r), and densities of
particles and entropy, ~x(r), in the equilibrium state. Note
that the conductivity of the system cannot be expressed
in terms of local fluctuations of ~x(r) and Υˆ(r).
C. Long range disorder
We now apply the general perturbative results of
Sec. IV B to an experimentally relevant case of long range
disorder. This situation can be realized in high mobility
semiconductor quantum wells with modulation doping
and boron nitride encapsulated graphene devices [6–13].
In this case the expressions for the transport coeffi-
cients of the system obtained in the previous section
may be simplified significantly by selecting the terms that
scale as leading powers of the correlation radius ξ of the
disorder potential. More specifically, we assume that the
correlation radius satisfies the condition
ε ≡ 1
ξ2
η + ζ
~xT0 Υˆ
−1
0 ~x0
 1 (44)
and obtain the transport coefficients of the system to
leading order in ε.
It is important to note that when the condition (44)
is satisfied the transverse component of the velocity in
Eq. (33b), which corresponds to the vortical flow, ex-
ceeds the last term in Eq. (33c). The latter corresponds
to the potential component of the flow caused by the
thermodynamic forces ~X0. This implies that in trans-
port measurements dominated by the relative mode, for
which the macroscopic flow velocity u0 is small, the in-
homogeneous part of the flow induced on spatial scale
of order of the correlation radius ξ is primarily vortical.
In particular, this situation is realized in charge trans-
port near the neutrality point, as was qualitatively dis-
cussed in the introduction. For transport measurements
in which the macroscopic hydrodynamic flow character-
ized by the velocity u0 plays a substantial role, the first
term in Eq. (33c) may exceed the vortical contribution
(33b) rendering the flow mostly potential. This situation
is realized for charge transport sufficiently far away from
charge neutrality [37, 40].
Below we obtain the transport coefficients that are
valid in the entire crossover region between these two
regimes. We work to leading order accuracy in the pa-
rameter ε in Eq. (44). In this approximation we may
neglect the wave number dependence of λq in Eq. (34),
setting λq → λ0 in the subsequent expressions of the pre-
vious section.
In particular, the matrix Kˆq in Eq. (39) can be reduced
8to a more compact expression
Kˆ0 =
1
(iτˆy~x0)
T
Υˆ0(iτˆy~x0)
(iτˆy~x0)⊗ (iτˆy~x0)T
=
1
σ0
e2 s
2
0 − 2γ0T n0s0 + κ0T n20
(
s20 −n0s0
−n0s0 n20
)
, (45)
As a result, Eq. (38) for the friction coefficient simplifies
to
k =
〈
(s0δn− n0δs)2
〉
2
(
σ0
e2 s
2
0 − 2γ0T n0s0 + κ0T n20
) . (46)
The friction coefficient k here is positive definite because
the denominator in Eq. (46) is positive. The latter state-
ment follows from the fact that the matrix Υˆ of kinetic
coefficients of the liquid is positive definite. Furthermore,
from the positivity of k in Eq. (46) it follows that the fric-
tion coefficient in the general expression of Eq. (38) is
also positive definite [52].
Next, we note that in the long wavelength approxi-
mation (44) the column vector of renormalized densities
~xe in Eq. (37) can be expressed using the matrix Kˆ0 in
Eq. (45) in terms of the local fluctuations of densities, δ~x
and kinetic coefficients, δΥˆ, in the form
~xe = ~x0 − 1
2
〈
δΥˆKˆ0δ~x
〉
− 1
2λ0
〈
δ~x⊗ δ~xT 〉 Υˆ−10 ~x0. (47)
Let us now turn to the thermoelectric conductivity ma-
trix. Note that since the friction coefficient k is quadratic
in the disorder amplitude the first two terms in Eq. (42)
do not vanish in the limit of weak disorder. In contrast,
the remaining terms in (42) are proportional to the vari-
ance of the disorder potential and are generally small in
comparison to the first two. However, while most of these
terms can be expressed in terms of local correlators, and
are independent of disorder correlation radius ξ, the first
term in the last line of Eq. (42), which is inversely propor-
tional to the shear viscosity η, scales as ξ2. Therefore, for
systems where the correlation radius of disorder satisfies
the condition (44) we may neglect all terms in Eq. (42)
that are proportional to the disorder variance except for
the first term in the last line. Doing so we obtain
Υˆe =
1
k
(
~xe ⊗ ~xTe
)
+ Υˆ0 +
∫
q
1
2ηq2
(
~x−q ⊗ ~xTq
)
. (48)
Here k and ~xe are given, respectively, by Eqs. (46) and
(47), and within the accuracy of our approximation only
terms of zeroth and second order in the fluctuations
should be retained in
(
~xe ⊗ ~xTe
)
. The matrix in (48)
is obviously positive definite.
The electrical resistivity of the system can be expressed
in terms of the 11 matrix element of Υˆe in Eq. (48) as ρ =
1/e2[Υˆe]11. To leading accuracy in the disorder strength
and in the long wavelength limit this yields ρ ≈ k/(e2n20).
Substituting here k from Eq. (46) we get
ρ =
1
2e2
T 〈[δ(s/n)]2〉
κ0 − 2γ0 s0n0 + T σ0e2
(
s0
n0
)2 . (49)
This expression generalizes the result of Ref. [37] in the
long wavelength limit. Setting (σ0, γ0) = 0 in Eq. (49)
we reproduce the Galilean-invariant result [37] in the long
wavelength limit.
The expressions for the effective friction coefficient,
Eq. (46), disorder-renormalized densities, Eq. (47), and
thermoelectric conductivity matrix, (48), are the main
results of this subsection. They are applicable to systems
with weak, (δn, δs) max{|n0|, s0}, long range disorder
whose correlation length ξ satisfies the condition (44).
Note that the first term in Eq. (48) has the form of
a projection operator on the column vector of effective
densities of particles and entropy in Eq. (47). This term
may be identified with disorder-renormalized hydrody-
namic transport mode. The corresponding conductivity
is inversely proportional to the friction coefficient k in
Eq. (46), and diverges at vanishing disorder. The re-
maining terms in Eq. (48) are associated with disorder-
renormalized transport mode relative to the liquid. The
first of these terms arises from the intrinsic transport
relative to the liquid. The second term represents the
contribution of convective vortical flow of particles and
entropy induced on spatial scales of order of the corre-
lation radius of disorder. Although this contribution is
proportional to the disorder strength it grows as ξ2 as
the correlation radius increases. Therefore, the pertur-
bative smallness is compensated in this term by the large
parameter 1/ε.
The conditions (δn, δs) max{|n0|, s0} and Eq. (44)
that define applicability of Eqs. (47)–(48) ensure that
the neglected nonlocal corrections to the hydrodynamic
mode and to the relative mode separately, are relatively
small. However, in a particular transport setup both of
these two modes may provide a contribution. In this
case our approximation, which involves retaining the
last two terms in Eq. (48) while neglecting the nonlo-
cal corrections to the first term, requires further justi-
fication. Let us consider the electrical conductivity of
the system as an example. The nonlocal corrections
to the main term in Eq. (48) come from two sources:
(i) corrections to the friction coefficient, and (ii) cor-
rections to the effective density. Using the form of the
friction matrix in Eq. (39) the nonlocal correction to
the friction coefficient in Eq. (38) can be estimated as
δk ∼ 〈δn2〉[(η + ζ)n20]/(ξλ0)2. This yields the correction
to the conductivity δσk ∼ n20δk/k2. The modification of
conductivity due to nonlocal corrections to the effective
density are of the same order of magnitude. On the other
hand, the conductivity enhancement due to vortical vis-
cous flow that is determined by the third term in Eq.
(48) is estimated as δση ∼ ξ2〈δn2〉/η. Thus the last term
in Eq. (48) exceeds the nonlocal corrections to the first
term provided the following condition is satisfied,
n20 <
ξ2kλ0√
η(η + ζ)
. (50)
Note here that to the leading order k ∼ 〈δn2〉 per Eq.
(46). We will consider the implications of the above con-
9dition in greater detail in the next section where we ana-
lyze electron transport in graphene near charge neutral-
ity.
V. GRAPHENE NEAR CHARGE NEUTRALITY
We now apply the results of Sec. IV to study the ther-
moelectric properties of graphene near the charge neu-
trality point. Our perturbative approach assumes that
the variations of density are small, 〈δn2〉  s20+n20. This
condition can be satisfied in boron nitride encapsulated
graphene devices. Furthermore, it is easy to see that
for graphene near charge neutrality the condition (44) is
satisfied in the regime of applicability of the hydrody-
namic approximation, v/(Tξ)  1. Therefore transport
properties of graphene devices can be investigated using
the long range approximation of Sec. IV C. Indeed, near
charge neutrality we can estimate ηq2 ∼ T 2/(vξ)2, where
v is the band velocity in graphene, and ξ is the correlation
length of the disorder potential. Here we took η ∼ T 2/v2
[53] and suppressed all logarithmic renormalizations in η
which are beyond the accuracy of these estimates.
One can further simplify the expressions of Sec. IV C
by neglecting small terms of order n0/s0, which is valid
in the regime near charge neutrality, n0  s0. In this
approximation the friction coefficient, k0 = k(n0 → 0),
in Eq. (38) can be expressed in terms of the intrinsic
conductivity and the electron density variance as follows
k0 =
e2
σ0
〈δn2〉
2
. (51)
Furthermore, the expression (47) for the vector of renor-
malized densities simplifies to
~xe =
(
n0
s0 − e22σ0T 〈δnδγ〉
)
. (52)
Substituting the expressions (51) and (52) for the fric-
tion coefficient and disorder-renormalized densities of
graphene into Eq. (48) we can express the thermoelectric
conductivity matrix in the form
Υˆe ≈ 2σ0
e2〈δn2〉
(
n20 n0s0
n0s0 s
2
0
)
− 〈δnδγ〉
T 〈δn2〉
(
0 n0
n0 2s0
)
+
(
σ0/e
2 + χ γ0/T
γ0/T κ0/T
)
, (53)
where we introduced a dimensionless quantity
χ =
1
2η
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
|nq|2
q2
. (54)
The electrical conductivity of the system is defined by
the 11 element of the matrix Υˆ in Eq. (53), and is given
by
σ = σ0 + e
2χ+ σ0
2n20
〈δn2〉 . (55)
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FIG. 2. [Upper panel]: Density dependence of the See-
beck coefficient in Eq. (57) for several different values of
the disorder strength as quantified by a parameter Γ =√
1
2
〈δn2〉(1 + e2
σ0
χ). Note that Γ is strongly temperature de-
pendent so that the sensitivity to thermal fluctuations are
implicit (see further discussion in Sec. VI). The scale of Q on
the plot is normalized to a “quantum” unit of thermopower
QQ = pi
2/3 (in full dimensional units it is pi2k2B/3e). [Lower
panel]: the same plot as above but with the different normal-
ization of the overall scale to the prediction of an ideal hydro-
dynamic limit QQ → Q0 This plot emphasizes that as a func-
tion of density (or temperature implicit in Γ) thermopower is
enhanced as compared to prediction of the Mott formula but
stays below Q0.
Note that long range correlated disorder enhances the
conductivity of the system at charge neutrality.
To obtain the thermoelectric properties of the systems
we reexpress the linear relation (27) with the matrix co-
efficients (53) in a more familiar form [54],
〈E〉 = ρe e〈j〉+Qe〈∇T, 〉 (56a)
T 〈js〉 = Πee〈j〉 − κe〈∇T 〉. (56b)
Here ρe and κe are the electrical resistivity and the ther-
mal conductivity of the system, and Qe and Πe are, re-
spectively, the Seebeck coefficient (thermopower) and the
Peltier coefficient. The latter are related by the Onsager
symmetry relation Πe = QeT .
For the Peltier and Seebeck coefficients we obtain to
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FIG. 3. Density dependence of the Lorentz ratio in Eq. (59)
(scaled with the Wiedemann-Franz value LWF = pi
2/3e2) for
three different values of the disorder-induced density fluctua-
tions as quantified by the parameter Γ =
√
1
2
〈δn2〉(1 + e2
σ0
χ).
leading order accuracy in inhomogeneity
Qe =
Πe
T
=
1
e
2n0s0
〈δn2〉
1
1 + e
2
σ0
χ+
2n20
〈δn2〉
. (57)
The Seebeck coefficient Qe is given by the entropy per
unit charge that is transported by the current. At rela-
tively large doping, n20  〈δn2〉, it approaches the value
in the pristine electron liquid, Q0 =
1
e
s0
n0
but is always
reduced from it. This reduction is especially strong, near
charge neutrality. The doping dependence of the Seebeck
coefficient is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Finally, for the thermal conductivity we obtain
κe = T
2s20
〈δn2〉
σ0
e2 + χ
1 + e
2
σ0
χ+
2n20
〈δn2〉
. (58)
This yields the Lorentz ratio Le = κeρe/T in the form
Le =
2s20
e2〈δn2〉
1 + e
2
σ0
χ[
1 + e
2
σ0
χ+
2n20
〈δn2〉
]2 . (59)
The density dependence of the Lorentz ratio in Eq. (59)
is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Equations (53), (55), and (57)-(59) for the transport
coefficients of graphene near charge neutrality represent
the main results of this section. Note that the disor-
der affects the transport coefficients of the system in two
qualitatively different ways: (i) via the friction coefficient
k in Eq. (51), and (ii) via the parameter χ in Eq. (54).
(i) The first part of the dependence can be obtained by
introducing friction force in the hydrodynamic equations
[42–44, 55–58]. This results in viscosity-independent
transport coefficients that correspond to setting χ → 0
in our equations. In particular, the conductivity of the
system at charge neutrality is unaffected by disorder and
is equal to the intrinsic conductivity of the electron liq-
uid [42–44]. The reason is that within such an approach
at charge neutrality electron transport is decoupled from
the hydrodynamic flow at charge neutrality.
(ii) The dependence of the transport coefficients on the
shear viscosity of the electron liquid is described by the
parameter χ in Eq. (54). Although χ is proportional
to the disorder strength it scales with the correlation
radius as ξ2, and thus is inversely proportional to the
small parameter ε in Eq. (44). This shows that the ef-
fect of the long range disorder on hydrodynamic electron
transport near charge neutrality is extremely nonlocal.
This is qualitatively different from the situation away
from charge neutrality, where the resistivity becomes in-
dependent of the correlation radius for long range disor-
der [37, 40]. The dependence of the transport coefficients
on χ arises from the vortical component of the inhomo-
geneous flow described by Eq. (33b). This vortical flow
gives a positive contribution to the conductivity of the
system that is inversely proportional to the sheer viscos-
ity η.
Note that accounting for the dependence of λq on the
wavenumber q in our general expressions would also pro-
duce viscosity-dependent corrections to the resistivity of
the system. These corrections arise from the potential
component of the flow, and are scale as (η + ζ)/ξ2, c.f.
Refs. [37, 40, 41]. Their contribution to the electrical
conductivity is proportional to n20 and becomes essential
away from charge neutrality. The condition that these
corrections are small in comparison to the second term
in Eq. (55) is expressed by Eq. (50). Using Eq. (51) and
the estimates at the beginning of this section it is easy
to see that the applicability condition (50) reduces to
|n0| . ξ
lT
√
〈δn2〉, lT = v
T
. (60)
This condition is satisfied in a parametrically wide range
of electron doping near charge neutrality, in which the
viscous contribution to resistivity is dominated by vor-
tical flow at spatial scales comparable to ξ. This flow
produces a positive contribution to the electrical conduc-
tivity of the system, which is proportional to the square
of the disorder correlation radius. In contrast, sufficiently
far from charge neutrality, the viscous contribution to the
conductivity arises predominantly from the nonlocal cor-
rections to Eq. (53) due the momentum dependence of
λq in the general expression (42). They correspond to
the longitudinal component of the hydrodynamic flow,
and give a positive contribution to the resistivity that is
proportional to the combination (η + ζ)/ξ2 [37, 40, 41].
It is important to note that the dimensionless param-
eter χ in Eq. (54), which can be estimated near charge
neutrality as χ ∼ (ξlT )2〈δn2〉, may become large even
at weak, 〈δn2〉  s20, but sufficiently long range dis-
order, ξ  lT . This imposes additional constraints
on the applicability of our results. They may be ob-
tained by considering an “isotropic” extension of the
toy model from the qualitative discussion in Sec. I
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with a checkerboard pattern of inhomogeneous density,
n(r) = δn0[cos(y/ξ) + cos(x/ξ)]. In this case, in addition
to the viscous force an inhomogeneous flow will cause the
friction force, whose magnitude can be estimated from
Eq. (51) as ku0 ∼ u0(e2/σ0)δn20. Our results obtained in
the long wavelength approximation of Sec. (IV C) apply
as long as the friction force is smaller than the viscous
force, e2ξ2〈δn2〉/η . σ0. This imposes the following con-
straint,
χ . σ0/e2 (61)
on the applicability of our results. This implies that our
results remain valid as long as the enhancement of the
conductivity at charge neutrality over the intrinsic value
in Eq. (55) is relatively small. The constraint (61) on
the applicability of our perturbative results can also be
verified by considering higher order terms in the pertur-
bation theory.
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper we presented a hydrodynamic theory of
electron transport in the conductors with a long range
disorder potential. It generalizes the approach of Ref.
[37] to conductors in which the underlying electron liquid
lacks Galilean invariance.
For weak disorder the matrix of kinetic coefficients of
the system defined by Eq. (27) can be expressed in terms
of the position-dependent densities of particles and en-
tropy Eq. (11) and intrinsic kinetic coefficients Eq. (14)
of the liquid in the form of Eq. (42).
For a long-range disorder potential, whose correlation
radius satisfies the condition Eq. (44), the transport co-
efficients may be expressed in a simplified form Eq. (48)
in terms of the friction coefficient Eq. (46), disorder-
renormalized particle- and entropy-densities, and an
additional viscosity dependent parameter χ defined in
Eq. (54).
For graphene devices subjected to long range disorder
the transport coefficients are described by Eqs. (55)–(59).
They show strong violation of Wiedemann-Franz law and
the breakdown of the Mott formula indicative of hydrody-
namic regime. Our results for the transport coefficients
depend on the shear viscosity η of the electron liquid,
and differ from those of the previous studies of hydrody-
namic electron transport in grephene. In particular, the
conductivity at charge neutrality, n0 → 0 in Eq. (55), is
enhanced in comparison to the intrinsic conductivity of
the electron liquid. The conductivity enhancement arises
from the convective charge transport by the vortical com-
ponent of the hydrodynamic flow.
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Appendix: entropy production rate
In this appendix we derive the expression for the lo-
cal entropy production rate in Eq. (8). Assuming local
thermal equilibrium we can characterize the state of the
liquid by the densities of conserved quantities: particle
number n, energy , and momentum p. The entropy den-
sity s is a function of the conserved quantities, and its
differential is given by the thermodynamic relation
ds =
d
T
− (µ+ eφ+ U)dn
T
− u · dp
T
. (62)
Where U is the external potential, and the local equilib-
rium parameters T , µ, and u are functions of n, s and
p which depend on the band structure. The electric po-
tential φ is determined by the density of electrons and
external charges,
eφ(r) =
∫
dr′
e2[n(r′) + next(r′)]
|r− r′| . (63)
Using the thermodynamic relation Eq. (62), and the evo-
lution equations (2) and (3) for the conserved quantities,
we get
∂ts = − 1
T
[
∇ · j − (µ+ eφ+ U)∇ · j
−ui∂jΠij − nu ·∇(eφ+ U)
]
. (64)
Using Eqs. (5) and (6c) we can rewrite the evolution
equation (64) in the form of Eq. (4) where the expres-
sion for the local entropy production rate ς is given by
ς = j ·∇ 1
T
− j ·∇
(
µ+ eφ+ U
T
)
+
u ·∇P + nu ·∇(eφ+ U)− ui∂jσ′ij
T
. (65)
As the next step, using the thermodynamic identity
∇P = n∇µ+ s∇T we can rewrite Eq. (65) in the form
ς = − 1
T
[
(js − su) ·∇T + (j− nu) ·∇ (µ+ eφ+ U)
]
−ui∂jσ
′
ij
T
. (66)
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Substituting the definitions (6a) and (9) of the dissipative
particle and entropy fluxes we obtain the local entropy
production rate in the form of Eq. (8).
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